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CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION (COVERT POWERS) BILL 2011 
Committee 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Deputy Chair of Committees (Hon Jon Ford) in the chair; 
Hon Michael Mischin (Attorney General) in charge of the bill. 

Postponed clause 3: Terms used — 
The clause, as amended, was postponed on 14 June on the following amendment moved by Hon Giz Watson — 

Page 3, line 26 — To delete “or other government agency”. 

Hon GIZ WATSON: Like the Deputy Chair, I am trying to cast my mind back to where we had got to on 
clause 3. I will remind members where we were at with clause 3. Although I understand it was the policy intent 
to limit law enforcement operations to law enforcement agencies, WA Police, the fisheries department and the 
Australian Crime Commission, the bill as written does not reflect that. The definition clause we are debating now 
allows law enforcement operations to also include any other government agency. In moving this amendment, I 
intend to reflect what I understood to be the policy position—that is, to limit the operations of these covert 
powers to those particular organisations. The issue was addressed in the briefing that I had. The notes I have here 
were written in June. It says “last year”, so I suppose we are talking about 2010. Additional information was 
provided at that time. This definition also allows the disclosure of an assumed identity to another government 
agency that is not a law enforcement agency. This provision is necessary because clause 75 makes the disclosure 
of an assumed identity an offence. Despite this explanation, I am still concerned that the definition including 
“government agency” is too broad. I therefore seek to delete the words “or other government agency”.  
Hon MICHAEL MISCHIN: The government cannot support the amendment as it would affect quite 
fundamentally some of the operations of the bill. At proposed section 5 there is a definition of “controlled 
operation”; namely — 

controlled operation means a law enforcement operation that involves, or may involve, controlled 
conduct; 

I add at this point that only the Commissioner of Police and the Australian Crime Commission can authorise 
controlled operations. The bill deals with the parameters for a controlled operation, and a controlled operation is 
defined as “a law enforcement operation that involves, or may involve, controlled conduct”. When we turn back 
to see what a “law enforcement operation” means, it is defined as “an operation that is conducted, or is intended 
to be conducted, by a law enforcement agency or other government agency” for specific purposes. The point of 
“other government agency” is that it may, for example, involve an operation that is being done for the 
Department of Environment and Conservation or the Department of Mines and Petroleum. It may relate to a 
variety of pieces of conduct that may involve serious criminal conduct but it is being initiated and done 
specifically not by a law enforcement agency but by another organ of government. But before that can become a 
controlled operation, it has to have the imprimatur of either the Australian Crime Commission or the 
Commissioner of Police, which is what brings it within the strict parameters and controls of the bill. Its relevance 
may be, however, to assumed identities, because that definition appears in other clauses of the bill. So the term 
“law enforcement operation” appears in clause 3, which is the definition clause we are dealing with now; clause 
47(3)(b), in the context of an urgent authority to use an assumed identity; and clause 51(4)(b), in the context of 
an urgent variation of an authority to use an assumed identity. Of course, the assumed identity may be one of a 
police officer who is assisting, for example, the department of conservation and land management in an 
operation being conducted by that government agency to deal with a particular problem. The term “law 
enforcement operation” appears in clause 52(3)(b), in the context of an urgent cancellation of an authority to use 
an assumed identity; and clause 80 in paragraph (c) under the definition of “operative”. So that is how it ties in. 
In the context of clause 3 alone, it is rather irrelevant—it is only a definition—but it ties in with other clauses in 
the Criminal Investigation (Covert Powers) Bill 2011.  
To remove the reference to “other government agency” would remove, for example, the facility for a 
government agency such as—I will use CALM again as an example — 

Hon Giz Watson: Probably DEC is a better one because CALM doesn’t exist.  

Hon MICHAEL MISCHIN: Or DEC; all right then—that is probably a better idea! But using as an example 
that sort of an agency, if it was trying to have a controlled operation, which has already been endorsed by the 
Commissioner of Police or the ACC and for which an assumed identity is required—an assumed identity of a 
police officer, for example—it would not be able to conduct such an operation involving an assumed identity and 
grant it on an urgent basis and the like if the reference was removed. So the government cannot agree to the 
limitation of the scope of the bill in those circumstances.  
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Hon GIZ WATSON: As it stands at the moment, could the assumed identity be, using the example of DEC, a 
DEC officer rather than an officer from the Western Australia Police or the ACC? Those are the two agencies we 
are talking about, are they not? 

Hon MICHAEL MISCHIN: I am sorry for the delay; I was just clarifying a number of things, and not all of 
them will answer the question directly. Yes, under clause 47 there can be authority for a law enforcement officer 
or any other person to acquire an assumed identity or use an assumed identity. The short answer to the question 
is yes, but there are parameters. 

Hon GIZ WATSON: That begs the question, of course: what are the parameters? I am looking again at 
clause 47 because this obviously interrelates with this definition in terms of the application for authority to 
acquire or use an assumed identity in relation to any other person. If the assumed identity is for somebody who is 
not a law enforcement officer, what are the parameters around who that can be? 

Hon MICHAEL MISCHIN: Clause 48 deals with the determination of an application for an assumed identity. 
The authority can be granted only—indeed, must not be granted otherwise—if the authorising officer is satisfied 
on reasonable grounds of the things that are enumerated under subclause (2). Also, in the case of an authorised 
civilian there is subclause (3), which states that the authorising officer — 

… must appoint a law enforcement officer of the law enforcement agency to supervise the acquisition 
or use of the assumed identity … 

One of the things the authorising officer must be satisfied of under subclause (2)(c) is—I will read it out —  
if the application is for authorisation of an assumed identity for a person who is not a law enforcement 
officer, that it would be impossible or impracticable in the circumstances for a law enforcement officer 
to acquire or use the assumed identity for the purpose sought. 

So, the circumstances are very, very limited. 
Hon GIZ WATSON: It would be a last resort, as it were; okay. Other than that, there is no limitation on that 
civilian. There is no character test or whether they have a criminal record or anything of that nature. 

Hon MICHAEL MISCHIN: The legislation does not prohibit that from happening, no. Indeed, in some cases it 
may be necessary for that to happen—the use of informants and the like. However, I draw the member’s 
attention to subclause (2)(b), under which the chief officer or authorising officer has to be satisfied, on 
reasonable grounds also, that the risk of abuse of the assumed identity by the authorised person is minimal. 
There are a variety of things to be read conjunctively of which the authorising officer must be satisfied on 
reasonable grounds before approving an assumed identity by anyone, particularly by a civilian. 

Amendment put and negatived. 
Postponed clause put and passed. 
Postponed clause 4: Crown bound — 
The clause was postponed on 14 June after it had been partly considered. 

Hon ADELE FARINA: I think, from memory, I asked a question about the words “so far as the legislative 
power of Parliament permits” in clause 4(1), and I think at the time the minister—it might have been the other 
minister—wanted to get some clarification or seek some advice and come back to the Parliament with that. I do 
not believe that has happened, so the ball is really in the Attorney General’s court. 
Hon MICHAEL MISCHIN: The starting point is that an act of Parliament does not bind the Crown unless it 
expressly says it does, so in the absence of express terms to that effect, the Crown is not bound. The Crown 
refers to the government and the executive of the state. The intent of the clause is to bind the government of 
Western Australia so far as the legislative power of Parliament permits, and that reflects the fact that there are 
constitutional restraints on the power of the Parliament to make laws. The WA Constitution empowers the 
Parliament of this state to make laws for the peace, order and good government of the state. There are limits to 
its territorial operation—the three-mile limit and the like. It cannot make laws that extend extraterritorially, and 
it also recognises that there are limits on the ability of the state Parliament to legislate in respect of the 
commonwealth. Of course, the Australian Crime Commission exercises certain powers within this state in 
accordance with commonwealth power as well as state power. What this does is make plain that to the extent 
that Parliament can bind the commonwealth or other agencies or operate extraterritorially, it is bound by the 
operation of this act. So it is extending, I suppose, to the maximum limit the controls imposed by this bill on 
activities that fall within its operation. 

Committee interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
[Continued on page 5815.] 
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Sitting suspended from 4.15 to 4.30 pm  
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